Product Brief

PKIntegrated
Integrated key and certificate lifecycle management

PKIntegrated enhances the NetIQ Identity Manager, enabling easy and seamless key, digital
certificate, and token lifecycle management. PKIntegrated improves corporate security and
enables many new business processes which considerably increase productivity.
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BACKGROUND

What Is A Public Key Infrastructure?

An identity in a PKI can either be a person or a hardware de-

For encryption, digital signatures, and strong authentication

block of a corporate security strategy, one essential for electronic

asymmetric cryptography is a valuable tool. Asymmetric cryptography is based on key pairs, one private and one public. The
private key is owned by a certain identity and is not shared. The
identity uses the private key to sign, decrypt, or for authentication. The public key, which is shared with the infrastructure is used

vice, for instance a PC or a router. A PKI is an important building
identity documents. PKI functionality not only enhances the security of eID cards, but also enables additional applications like
card-based digital signatures or secure web authentication, enabling new online business processes.

to encrypt or verify.

Elliptic Curves

In order to bind a key pair to an identity, digital certificates are

PKIntegrated supports Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). ECC

applied. A digital certificate is a data structure containing the
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algorithms, which are gaining more and more popularity, are
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components and processes necessary for managing digital certificates. Typical parts of a PKI include the certification authority,
registration authorities, a certificate repository, and PKI applica-

standard and the German BSI) have committed to Elliptic Curve
Cryptography as the preferred technology of its kind. Among
others, Microsoft Windows (since Vista) supports ECC.
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PKIntegrated is integrated into the NetIQ Identity Manager by Micro Focus.
The CA engine, which generates digital certificates, is a stateless component.

The following module types exist:

Design philosophy

CA engine

PKIntegrated as well as all other cryptovision

This is the core component, responsible for generating and signing digi-

products is designed according to a special

tal certificates (according to RFC 5280 and X.509v3). The CA engine uses

philosophy. The crypto components are deve-
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IDM connector
A dedicated IDM driver realizes the connection between the CA engine
and the NetIQ IDM system.

Administration interface

SUPPORTED SYSTEMS

PKIntegrated is administered via a plug-in in the administration framework

•

NetIQ eDirectory

of the underlying identity management system.

•

NetIQ Identity Manager

•

Smart card reader or USB port

OCSP responder
This component accepts requests asking for the validity status of a certain digital certifi cate and replies with a valid or non-valid information.
It supports the OCSP protocol as described in RFC 2560.

Identity Management System
PKIntegrated is designed as an add-on to the NetIQ Identity Manager. The
identity management database is used to store user, configuration and
transaction data. Via LDAP it can be easily used as certificate repository. If
the PKI operator wishes more separation between identity management
and PKI, it is also possible to set up a database exclusively used by PKIntegrated.
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cryptovision addresses various industries
such as public administration, health,
automotive, finance & insurance, energy or
IT. Its customers include countries such as
Nigeria, Ghana and Ecuador, institutions such
as the German Armed Forces, the German
Federal Office for Information Security (BSI),
the city of New York and companies such as

CUSTOMERS

E.ON, VW and Allianz. Since 31 August 2021,
cryptovision is part of Atos.

PKIntegrated is used (among others) by the following customers:
•

Hessischer Rundfunk (HR): The German public broadcasting
network uses PKIntegrated certificates for securely
connecting IT devices to their corporate LAN.

•

Berlin Wasser: The municipal water supplier employs
PKIntegrated for secure LAN access, too..

•

Universitätklinik Würzburg: The Bavarian university
hospital uses PKIntegrated for securing TLS-servers.
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